
NCA and FBF ACTIVITIES, 2012. 

FBF/NCA Update  

The NCA had its stand at the London Pet Fair in May 2012, together with an aviary with a 

selection of birds provided by Staines CBS and High Wycombe CBS. This event was very 

successful with an estimated 10,000+ visitors to the show over the weekend. The literature on 

the NCA stand, including the “Welcome to Birdkeeping” booklet was nearly all taken up. 

The stand also went to the “National Exhibition” at Stafford, and to a number of Agricultural 

Shows, with the aim of promoting birdkeeping. 

Chris Smith, NCA Chair, attended a meeting at the House of Lords in June 2012, together 

with 34 representatives from various species sector groups concerned with companion animal 

(incl. birds!). This meeting was held with representatives of CASC (Companion Animal 

Sector Council), CAWC (Companion Animal Welfare Group), and AHWBE (Animal Health 

Welfare Board). All these groups have input into DEFRA policy making on the health and 

welfare of kept animals in England.  

The Law Commission have been given the task of reviewing the Wildlife and Countryside 

Act. To this end it is obviously important that aviculture puts forward its views, and in 

particular responds to relevant points in the consultation exercise planned by the Law 

Commission. In this context, the NCA were involved in a meeting with the Law Commission 

on 18
th

 October to exchange views. This was followed by an official NCA response to the 

Consultation Document after the topic had been discussed at the November NCA 

Management Committee meeting attended by the British Bird Council, Budgerigar Society, 

Canary Council and the Foreign Bird Federation. 

The NCA also participated in a meeting with the Parliamentary Under-Secretary for the 

Environment, Richard Benyon, on October 31
st
. This helped to inform the Minister about a 

number of inconsistencies between various government Departments and Agencies which can 

lead to confusion amongst various hobbiest activities re interpretation of the law. A now 

well-known example is the case of the Mealy/Lessor Repoll. 

A further type of meeting attended by the NCA was the JLG group meetings, held in July and 

November. This group includes DEFRA and a large number of other organisations, and 

mainly discusses licensing and CITES activities. A further meeting of the JLG group will 

take place in a few days. While aviculture related activities were not directly discussed at 

these meetings, it is important to maintain this link as from time-to-time bird related items are 

discussed. 

All of the above activities were fully supported by FBF delegates 

There is a laptop-based Power-Point presentation on the activities of the NCA which can be 

used at meetings. This is available to Parent Group (BBC, BS, CC, FBF) affiliates. In 

addition, the NCA Booklet “Welcome to Birdkeeping” is being updated and reprinted, and 

will shortly be available to Clubs requiring further copies. 



Another successful World Show was held in January 2013 in Hassalt, Belgium. This was 

supported by the NCA and IOA through COM-UK. Two FBF affiliates are known to have 

entered birds this year. 

During 2012, the Foreign bird fancy lost two of its long-time stalwarts, Raymond Sawyer and 

Stewart Pyper; both have been recognised by inclusion into the NCA Hall of Fame. In 

addition, two members of FBF affiliates have been put onto the NCA Roll of Honour in 2012 

(Jim Addison – ZFS, Don Hunter – FBA) for their extensive work in the Fancy, and a 

number members of  FBF affiliates have received NCA Gold, Silver, and Bronze long service 

badges. 

The FBF has not held a formal meeting since the 2012 AGM. In the main this is because 

affiliates have not raised matters of concern requiring such a meeting. Nevertheless the FBF 

has been represented at all NCA Management Meetings, usually by 2-3 delegates. 
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